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Introduction 

On the morning of October 5th, 1977, President Jimmy Carter visited the South Bronx. 

Hands in his suit pockets, flanked on all sides by advisors, security, and media, the sitting 

president paced through the middle of an abandoned Charlotte Street and took in the surrounding 

devastation. Historians pegged Carter’s visit as the moment when the deterioration of New 

York’s South Bronx emerged as a full-blown national phenomenon. In reality, however, the 

destruction of the neighborhood had been proceeding inexorably for years, the tragic result of the 

confluence of several significant trends in American society.  

During the second half of the 20th century a new language developed to both express and 

conceal modern American racism. This new lexicon arose from changes in American society - 

mainly the increased population of African Americans in segregated neighborhoods in Northern 

cities and the unacceptability of formerly acceptable overt racism. Cities became the primary 

battleground in the continued struggle by white Americans to maintain their hegemony and the 

South Bronx, one of the least white neighborhoods in America’s most prominent and rapidly 

changing city, became ground zero for this developing iteration of American racism. Throughout 

the coming decades, white Americans enforced black inferiority through the creation of what 

Murray Forman calls a “pernicious white mythology about black culture grounded in the cultural 

fiction of the black ghetto,” which constructed “non-white urban environments as a visible and 

troubling blight” on American cities and society through racist national discourse.1 Nowhere 

were the effects of this process more prevalent or destructive than in the South Bronx.  

Between 1950 and 1980, the South Bronx went from a one-square mile, ethnic-white-

middle class enclave to an almost entirely black and Hispanic, 20 square mile neighborhood 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
1Forman, Murray. The 'Hood Comes First: Race, Space, and Place in Rap and Hip-Hop. Middletown, CT: 
Wesleyan UP, 2002. Print. p. 43 & 51 
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known around the world as the America’s “worst slum.”2 To be sure, many forces propelled this 

transition. The rapid departure of scores of industrial jobs, citywide financial woes, the 

crumbling of New York City’s rental market by poorly structured welfare grants, and a host of 

other factors all pushed the South Bronx into collapse. However, there’s a reason why New York 

City’s South Bronx Development Organization made “changing the perception [about the South 

Bronx] within the community and outside” its principal goal.3 As the neighborhood became 

almost entirely black and Hispanic, a pervasive perception that continuously degraded the South 

Bronx and its residents in the interest of enforcing racial hierarchies developed and draped a pall 

over the neighborhood, ultimately supporting and accelerating the other forces furthering its 

deterioration.  

This project specifically focuses on how modern methods of American anti-black racism 

implicitly attacked New York’s South Bronx as a means of enforcing white superiority and 

hegemony. To start, I examine how media, politicians and regular citizens singled out specific 

cultural aspects of black and Hispanic life in the South Bronx – namely the high crime rate, the 

abundance of single-parent households, and the lack of traditional community organization – as 

being responsible for the neighborhood’s problems. The cultural critiques became conflated with 

race, creating a profile that labeled the black and Hispanic people of the South Bronx and their 

neighborhood as flawed and inferior and enabled critics to blame the neighborhood’s failure 

solely on the residents without mentioning race. Next, I explore how trends in New York City 

and white American society’s popular discourse created an accepted image of the South Bronx 

that reinforced its sense of inferiority. After being continuously compared to an infectious 

disease or a war zone, the South Bronx name came to represent both a “national symbol of urban 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
2 Jonnes, Jill, South Bronx Rising: The Rise, Fall, and Resurrection of an American City. New York: Fordham UP, 
2002. Print. p. 317  
3 IBID, p. 388 
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collapse”4 and the prototypical all-black urban neighborhood, allowing the constructions that 

enforced its infamy to double as condemnations of black urban life in general. I then discuss how 

the racist perception of the South Bronx encouraged the further abandonment and neglect of the 

neighborhood by powerful public and private actors. In reaction to the idea of an inferior, 

dangerous, and contagious South Bronx, politicians hastened to embrace policies like benign 

neglect and planned shrinkage and the private sector disinvested in the area, compounding the 

South Bronx’s problems and plunging it deeper into despair. Finally, I view hip-hop, a global 

cultural phenomena that initially developed almost exclusively within the South Bronx during 

this period, as a means of understanding the impact of this entire process. A close study of hip-

hop, specifically its ultimate commodification and deracination, exposes the effects and 

pervasive popularity of the racist constructions of the South Bronx.  

This paper should not only demonstrate the direct impact that racism had in encouraging, 

condoning and propelling the devastation of the South Bronx throughout the 1960s and 1970s 

but also speak to the general implicit and ruinous nature of modern American racism. Americans 

are often willfully oblivious and uncritical of the role racism plays in every aspect of society 

from the mundane to the massive, from small interpersonal interactions to the destruction of 

large swaths of cities. Downplaying racism serves to reinforce white privilege and the perception 

of black inferiority. Racism needs to be properly understood and fully acknowledged if it is to be 

properly addressed; otherwise, it succeeds in its never-ending quest to be as efficient as possible 

in dictating and enforcing inferiority. The only hope of extirpating racism is through exposing its 

insidious mechanics. Hopefully, this investigation of the tragic demise of the South Bronx is a 

step towards accomplishing that goal.  

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
4 McFadden, Robert D. "I. Derelict Tenements In the Bronx to Get Fake Lived-In Look." Editorial. The New York 
Times 7 Nov. 1983: n. pag. 
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 Methodology  

In order to analyze the importance of racism in enabling and accelerating the demise of 

the South Bronx I use an interdisciplinary approach and rely on critical methods established by 

scholars in Cultural Studies, Media Studies, Communication Studies and History who have 

extensively examined cultural constructions, hegemony, rhetoric, mass media, the South Bronx 

and the creation and enforcement of American racism’s power dynamics.  

Amongst all of these disciplines, this paper relies most heavily on the methodological 

tools of Cultural Studies. As is true with most Cultural Studies scholarship, this thesis strives to 

investigate the forces that shape citizens’ lives in industrialized societies and to examine how 

shared cultural practices relate to larger systems of power.5 The two foundational theories of 

Cultural Studies that serve as the backbone of my critical method are those of cultural 

construction and hegemony. The theory of cultural construction analyzes the artificial creation of 

influential social and cultural characteristics relating to race, gender, ideology, sexuality, 

nationality and more. Cultural Studies’ theory of hegemony investigates how dominant cultures 

assert influence over subordinates through the construction of identity. These theories functioned 

as critical tools which provided me with a more nuanced definition of culture itself, one that 

defines culture as a complicated collection of constructed meanings that contains systems of 

power and influence. The sections of this thesis that deal with the impact and importance of 

dominant white society’s racist constructions of the South Bronx are indebted to and grounded in 

Cultural Studies’ emphasis on constructed meaning and power structures.  

Much like the field of Cultural Studies itself, this paper also borrows the methods and 

tools of other disciplines, primarily Media Studies, Communication Studies, and History. Close 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
5 "Crossroads in Cultural Studies." Cultural Studies.org. N.p., n.d. Web. 
http://www.cultstud.org/wordpress/index.php?s=resources 
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reading, a key methodological device of all the disciplines relevant to this thesis, was hugely 

helpful in building my analysis. The principles of close reading – particularly the importance of 

challenging why choices are made, how they interact with other choices, and how they contribute 

directly to the overall message - encouraged me to more actively evaluate all the primary and 

secondary sources I engaged with. A number of my arguments are based on the significance of 

small, specific decisions in language made by politicians or the media that I might otherwise 

have missed had I not adhered to the lessons and practices of close reading. For example, close 

reading of texts like newspaper articles and policy explanations helped expose the texts’ true, 

and often racist, motivations despite the fact that those motivations might have been purposefully 

or systematically obscured.  

One specific type of close reading I consistently used to build my argument is rhetorical 

analysis. Examining the persuasive, argumentative, and influential rhetoric used by the dominant 

voices propelling the anti-black racism that plagued the South Bronx allowed me to better 

understand the techniques and tools that enforced and marked the myth of black urban 

inferiority. Close rhetorical analysis took on a greater importance because the implicit racist 

rhetoric I analyzed maintained the same goals as the overt language that defined previous 

iterations of American racism but adopted new tools to try and reach them. My examination of 

the rhetorical interaction between a text, its author, and its audience helped me to uncover these 

new tools and increase my understanding of the racist denigration of the South Bronx.  

Classic methods of historical analysis complemented the close reading and rhetorical 

analysis of my sources. My entire argument is predicated on interpreting one well known 

historical process, the deterioration of the South Bronx, differently than it typically is. I am only 

able to make this alternative claim because of my extensive analysis of a range of historical 
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sources. The methods of historical analysis encouraged me to consistently strive to understand a 

particular author’s perspective, consider an author and text’s context, devise strong historical 

questions and answer those questions with evidence gained from analysis of the various texts. 

The same spirit that defines my holistic analysis of history applies to my investigations of 

popular media like television and newspapers. As dictated by Media Studies, my examination of 

media applies semiotic analysis to all popular images and subjects the rhetoric of the media to 

the same close inquisition as historical texts.  

Beyond explaining my greater academic framework and critical methods, this 

methodological explanation justifies several important choices central to this thesis: my selection 

of and criteria for primary sources, my choice of the South Bronx as a subject, and my use of 

specific language in reference to the people of the South Bronx.  

Throughout this thesis, I refer to the dominant voices that helped create the racist 

constructions that plagued the South Bronx. I define these dominant voices as emanating from 

people who had the platform, influence and/or respect to dictate societal trends during the time 

period under consideration. Due to the nature of American society, overwhelmingly those who 

attained the prominence and respect necessary to be considered a “dominant voice” were white, 

and often achieved that position because of the social, cultural, and economic advantages 

afforded to them by their white privilege. Generally, I focus on politicians, collective groups of 

citizens, and media.  

In my examination of politicians, I emphasize the contributions of policy makers who 

held positions of power between 1960-1980 and had some connection to the City of New York. 

To establish their contributions to the discursive racist constructions of the South Bronx I use 
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close reading and rhetorical and historical analysis to examine their personal and professional 

writings, their public statements, and, extensively, their policies.  

I also examine how large collections of residents in relatively homogenous situations 

contributed to the racism surrounding the South Bronx. To be sure, the opinions and statements 

of random residents by no means constitute a dominant societal voice. However, when a large 

number of similar residents express similar opinions it certainly contributes to a dominant 

narrative. For example, in 2015 Professor Bradley Gardener studied the narratives of 

Octogenarian Jews who left the South and West Bronx in the 1950s and early 1960s to examine 

how this group constructed their racial identity in opposition to that of the African-Americans 

and Hispanics who prompted their departure. Although Gardener’s findings are based solely on 

the statements of individual residents, I believe that the similar collective nature of their 

experience constitutes a dominant voice and legitimizes use as a primary source. The same can 

be said for the well-documented opinions of the residents in similar situations like the white, 

middle class of Brooklyn’s Canarsie.  

Finally, I use the media’s representation of the South Bronx as evidence of how dominant 

voices constructed images of the neighborhood. Television and film, for example, presented 

some of the most widely disseminated messages about the neighborhood. Therefore, the visual 

media that portrayed the South Bronx as overly violent and dangerous, like Fort Apache, The 

Bronx, constitute a significant part of my analysis. Additionally, I make extensive use of 

newspapers’ discussion of the South Bronx and what aspects of the neighborhood they chose to 

focus on. In particular, I rely heavily on the New York Times, because of its status as both the 

most prominent local paper and the national and global “paper of record.”6 In its tragically 

accurate 1967 assessment of the problems plaguing poor black urban neighborhoods, The Kerner 
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
6 The Editors of Encyclopædia Britannica. "The New York Times." Http://www.britannica.com/. N.p., n.d. Web. 
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Commission’s report claimed "the press has too long basked in a white world, looking out of it, 

if at all, with white men's eyes and white perspective."7 Because of print news’ proven tendency 

and ability to encourage “systematic othering' and stereotyping of ethnic communit[ies] by the 

`white' majority” and the lack of diversity that characterized the news rooms of the 1960s and 

1970s8, I find the news media’s responsibility for disseminating and popularizing racist 

constructions of the South Bronx worthy of examination. Specifically, I focus on articles from 

New York newspapers that referenced the South Bronx printed between 1963 and 1979, the most 

dramatic years of the neighborhood’s decline. However, I did make use of multiple articles from 

the early 1990s as they provided poignant hindsight on the South Bronx of the era of my study.  

There are many depressed urban areas that fell victim to the ruinous effects of sustained 

racist constructions during the 1960-70s so it is important to explain why I chose to study the 

South Bronx. The South Bronx serves as the best subject for this thesis because of the extent of 

its ignominy and notoriety. The neighborhood and its demise received unmatched levels of 

public attention, far more than Chicago’s South and West sides, South Central Los Angeles, or 

similar ghettoized urban areas. Furthermore, the South Bronx’s deterioration, defined by 

crumbling buildings and raging fires, was especially visual.9 Due to the extent of its physical 

deterioration and its striking proximity to New York City, “the central metropolis of United 

States capitalism,”10 the South Bronx received international infamy for its degenerated condition. 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
7 National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (The Kerner Report), 1967 
8 Mellinger, Gwyneth. Chasing Newsroom Diversity: From Jim Crow to Affirmative Action. Urbana: U of Illinois, 
2013. Print. 
9 New York City itself understood the relation between the visual nature of the South Bronx’s demise and the 
negative perception of the neighborhood. In 1983, the city placed “vinyl decals…depicting a lived-in look of 
curtains, shades, shutters and flower pots” on the windows of abandoned buildings lining the Cross Bronx 
Expressway. The Commissioner of Housing Preservation and Development hoped to “make a better impression” on 
passing motorists, “brighten up the face of the neighborhood,” and “soften the image so people will…invest.” The 
controversial move represented a clear acknowledgement that perception mattered, especially to the outside world.  
10 Robert L. Adams Jr. (2005) Black Gotham: African Americans in New York City, 1900–2000, Identities, 12:3, p. 
371 
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This notoriety amplified both the volume and the effect of the racist rhetoric that contributed to 

its downfall, making it the most fitting subject for a study on the pernicious effects of modern 

American racism.  

Similarly, it is importantly to briefly clarify how I refer to the people of the South Bronx 

and why. When I am referring to the South Bronx’s residents I classify them as “black and 

Hispanic” in order to properly acknowledge the true demographic breakdowns of the 

neighborhood. However, when I am referring to popular constructions of the neighborhood’s 

residents that constitute the major focus of this thesis I will generally refer to “blacks” or 

“African-Americans,” excluding the many Hispanic residents. Here I adopt the terminology of 

the phenomenon I am discussing which, in order to best accomplish the goals of modern 

American racism, obscured the Hispanic presence in order to focus on, and condemn, solely the 

black condition. In discussing the residents, I will use “black” primarily as an adjective and 

“African-American” as a noun, fitting with standard academic and journalistic procedure.11 Also, 

I will use “Hispanic” instead of similar terms like “Latino” because the Hispanic population of 

the South Bronx consisted overwhelmingly of immigrants from Spanish speaking countries and 

descendants of Spanish speaking peoples. Furthermore, I do not capitalize “black” and do 

capitalize “Hispanic” because the word “Hispanic,” like “Arab” or “African-American,” refers 

specifically to a nationality, while “black” and “white” refer to race.  

Literature Review 

 My investigation of racism’s impact on the South Bronx is situated in, and indebted to, a 

surfeit of historical scholarship on the permutations of American racism, the South Bronx, hip-

hop culture, and the national discourse’s constructions of African-Americans. This review pays 

special attention to a specific collection of books that shaped my understanding of the South 
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
11 For example, The National Association of Black Journalists aims “to use black as an adjective, not a noun.” 
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Bronx’s deterioration and signaled to me the need for its further investigation. In isolation, these 

authors and books all speak, in one way or another, to some aspect of the African American 

experience in hegemonic white society. Taken in concert with each other, they show how a new 

development in American racism doomed the South Bronx.  

 Key to my ability to write this thesis was a fundamental understanding of the historical 

development of the South Bronx primarily indebted to Jill Jonnes’ South Bronx Rising (2002), 

Evelyn Gonzalez’s The Bronx (2004) and Jim Rooney’s Organizing the South Bronx (1995). In 

addition to a comprehensive history of the neighborhood and its journey from rural suburb to 

middle class enclave to depressed urban area, these books’ specific focus on the South Bronx’s 

demographic transition in the 1950s, spread in the 1960s, and rise to international recognition 

and revulsion in the 1970s is especially helpful. 

All three books focus the majority of their investigation on the period between the end of 

World War II and the 1980s, the most dramatic years of the South Bronx’s demise. Jonnes makes 

great use of census data and lengthy interviews with past-residents to demonstrate the tensions 

that defined the neighborhood’s intense racial and ethnic transition. For example, Jonnes 

interviews Helen Johnson, a third generation Irish-German resident of Roosevelt Gardens during 

the 1950s and early 1960s, who recalls, “being very frightened” by the “great many…strange 

Puerto Rican people who had moved into our building.”12 Jonnes also diligently tracks the spread 

of the South Bronx’s name and profile, chronicling its progression from just a “one mile square 

neighborhood in the far southeast corner of Mott Haven” to an internationally known slum 

consisting of 20 square miles.13 Rooney, Gonzalez, and Jonnes all finger different culprits for the 

demise of the South Bronx but agree on the importance and ridiculous degree of the 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
12 Jonnes, Jill, South Bronx Rising: The Rise, Fall, and Resurrection of an American City. New York: Fordham UP, 
2002. Print. p. 289  
13 IBID, p. 8 
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neighborhood’s infamy. Relying on the media, popular culture, and other dominant voices, 

Rooney’s analysis of Tom Wolfe’s racist and popular depiction of the South Bronx in Bonfire of 

the Vanities and Gonzalez’s contextualizing of President Carter’s visit provide invaluable 

context for understanding the South Bronx’s fame. Jonnes shares a similar emphasis, her book’s 

very first sentence reading, “The South Bronx of New York City has become a national symbol, 

a disaster area invoked as the epitome of urban failure.”14  

The books’ basic recounting of the racism that surrounded the neighborhood inspired me 

to investigate its specifics and effects. From interviews with residents expressing their racist 

feelings I found not only evidence of how racist constructions of the South Bronx propelled the 

neighborhood’s white exodus but also encouragement to investigate the other effects racist 

rhetoric had on the neighborhood. Similarly, Jonnes’ examination of the expansion of the South 

Bronx helped me connect the spread of the South Bronx name to the neighborhood’s racialized 

stigmatization while all three authors’ emphasis on the South Bronx’s notoriety helped me 

understand the pervasive popularity of the racist constructions of the neighborhood.  

Sadly, at times Jonnes’ book also doubles as a primary source. Throughout the book, 

Jonnes’ speaks of the white ethnic South Bronx of old with a troublingly fond nostalgia. In 

chapters like “Sweet Days on Charlotte Street” she bemoans “the end of an era for the old, white-

ethnic, working-class Bronx”15 and, even more problematically, often lapses into the sort of 

victim blaming that was such a key part of the destructive descriptions of the South Bronx. My 

initial discomfort with her discussion of issues like arson convinced me to further investigate the 

effects of purposefully misplaced blame and idealized whiteness in the South Bronx.  

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
14 IBID, p. 1 
15 IBID, p. 163 
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 My understanding of the racism that destroyed the South Bronx is based on the idea that, 

in the wake of the legal outlawing of segregation, American racism adapted to its circumstance 

and fundamentally changed. In How Race is Made (2006), Mark Smith establishes a precedent 

for the responsive versatility of American racism by tracing the history of anti-black sensory-

based racism in the period between two major upheavals in American race relations: the 

significant increase in mixed race children in the American South during the 1850s and Brown v. 

Board of Education’s abolishment of segregation in 1954.  

 Smith claims that increases in miscegenation, both consensual and forced, led to a 

significant blurring of the races in the South and a “visual crisis” for Southerners, which forced 

racists to base their belief in something other than skin color. Smith directs our attention to how 

an understanding of this shift exposes “how and why the clumped notions of ‘black and ‘white,’ 

of binary notions of racial identity, gained such social currency.”16 Smith goes to great length to 

show that increased dependence on all five senses to mark inferiority was not an isolated or 

random permutation but rather a product of the continued evolution of anti-black racism. He 

titles a chapter “Fooling Senses, Calming Crisis” and offers a lengthy explanation of how 

antebellum white southerners only reconstructed their ideals of racial binaries after outside forces 

rendered the previous ones obsolete.  

The adaptation and enforcement of fabricated racial binaries in the wake of the crisis that 

Smith focuses on is so essential to this thesis because I believe that the racist constructions that 

plagued the South Bronx were born from a similar moment of need. Just as the visual crisis of 

the 1950s necessitated an expanded reliance on the senses, Brown v. Board of Education’s 

eradication of segregation required American racism to adopt a different and far more implicit 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
16 Smith, Mark M. How Race Is Made: Slavery, Segregation, and the Senses. Chapel HIll: U of North Carolina, 
2006. Print. p. 13 
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nature. With biological markers no longer a suitable basis for racism, culture became the new 

marker of inferiority and inherent characteristic of blackness. During the 1960s and 1970s, the 

South Bronx became patient zero for new racial binaries that focused on constructing white and 

black Americans’ cultural lives, especially how and where they lived, as essentially different. 

Reflecting on those who drove the evolution of racism in the 19th century, Smith remarks 

“ordinarily thoughtful people contorted reason to fit a system of racial segregation riddled with 

so many exceptions and nuances that it should have imploded under its own nonsense.”17 The 

people portraying urban locations like the South Bronx and its black residents as inherently 

crime ridden, incapable of proper organization, and diseased did just the same.  

While Mark Smith’s work grounded my investigation of the racism plaguing the South 

Bronx in the past, Murray Forman’s The Hood Comes First: Race, Space and Place in Rap and 

Hip-Hop (2002) provided a 20th century look at the modern tactics propelling anti-black racism. 

Especially relevant to this thesis is Forman’s investigation of the importance and implementation 

of discursively developed anti-Black, anti-urban racist rhetoric. 

 Forman examines the power of popular discourse as a factor shaping black life in 

America. Specifically, he focuses on “the discursive patterning of race and youth in this country 

[that] essentialized the general character image of the threatening force (black, poor, uneducated, 

undisciplined, from single-parent homes) by simultaneously homogenizing and essentializing the 

dominant system of standards, values, and ethical questions.”18 Much in the way that white 

southerners established sensory standards that allowed them to mark black inferiority, Forman 

feels America’s current dominant voices have created the same binaries through a discourse that 

casts black youth as threatening. Forman pinpoints the modern iteration of this discursive racial 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
17 IBID, p. 54 
18 Forman, Murray. The 'Hood Comes First: Race, Space, and Place in Rap and Hip-Hop. Middletown, CT: 
Wesleyan UP, 2002. Print. p. 51 
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meaning making as centered in and on American urban areas. Forman’s assertion that the 

discursive construction of urban areas in the mid to late 20th century constituted “racism in 

action”19 encouraged me to investigate the racist discourse surrounding the South Bronx. 

 After establishing the existence and power of discourse, Forman insists that we challenge 

popular terms that assign meaning and racial or spatial distinctions. For example, he challenges 

the term inner city and its widespread, unquestioned use.  

“It is worth exploring the term inner city, for in the media and elsewhere its usage 
has attained a status of acceptability that tends to elide deeper, underlying 
assumptions. Inner-city is, literally, a term that points to sites or spaces at the core 
of urban America…When such a term as ‘inner-city youth’ is applied offhandedly 
by policy makers, educators, and the media, it refers not simply to teens from the 
geographic center but exclusively to minority teenagers…When mobilized in 
particular contexts, then, the term inner-city implicitly refers to racialized images 
or racially inflected conditions of danger, violence and depravity that can be 
contrasted with the ideals of calm, safety and security attributed to nonurban or 
suburban spaces.”20 

Forman’s focus on the dangerous nature of unchallenged rhetoric compelled me to investigate 

the coded language that hegemonic white voices applied to the South Bronx, like the use of the 

neighborhood’s name by “policy makers, educators, and the media” to refer to something to 

which it did not logically apply. An understanding of the power of discourse and its implicit but 

dangerous nature made me confident that, despite all I had read about the damning effects of 

New York’s renters’ market or Robert Moses’ policies, there was something else responsible for 

the tragic demise of the South Bronx.  

 Jeff Chang’s Can’t Stop Won’t Stop, one of the most comprehensive scholarly works on 

hip-hop ever written, is built around a rock solid foundation of interviews with the DJs, MCs, b-

boys, and graffiti artists who invented hip-hop and the legions of fans and beneficiaries who 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
19 IBID 
20 IBID, p. 41-43 
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pushed it forward. While the book’s historical timeline is valuable, Chang is particularly adept at 

situating hip-hop in the context of its place of origin, The South Bronx.  

Beginning with his introduction, Chang brings the readers’ focus to the world into which 

hip-hop was born. Depressed, turbulent, and burning, the South Bronx of the 1970s Chang 

describes is a “necropolis – a city of death.”21 The book quickly relates these conditions to the 

spirit of hip-hop’s development while paying great attention to its relationship with the outside, 

white world. Numerous interviews with early white co-opters like Ruza Blue or the Ahearn 

brothers show hip-hop’s struggle in entering mainstream consciousness. Chang’s depiction of 

this process was essential to my understanding of hip-hop’s relationship to the stigmatized the 

South Bronx, a cornerstone of the case-study that ends this project. His presentation of hip-hop 

as a product of the South Bronx and a response to the outside world helped me see the links 

between the culture and its racially constructed place of origin, allowing me use its development 

to better understand the effects of the racist profile created for the residents of the South Bronx. 

Historical Background: 

On May 17th, 1954 The United States Supreme Court unanimously outlawed racial 

segregation in public schools. Although the ruling specifically pertained to public education it 

served as the first prominent deathblow to legal racial segregation in all facets of American life. 

Claiming “separate educational facilities are inherently unequal,”22 the Court attacked the legal 

rhetoric established in Plessy v. Ferguson that had helped to uphold America’s stratified society 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
21 Chang, Jeff. Can't Stop, Won't Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation. New York: St. Martin's, 2005. Print. p. 
16 
22 Oliver Brown, et al. v. Board of Education of Topeka, et al. 
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for over a half century, “demolish[ing]” the 1896 ruling and declaring its findings “inapplicable 

under any circumstances.”23  

1954 thus represented a monumental shift in the interactions between the races in the 

United States. The New York Times claimed that not since the Dred Scott decision of 1857 had a 

court ruled on “so vital an issue in the field of racial relations”24 and the ruling’s practical 

implications were clear. The country’s highest court and final interpreter of law had 

unanimously25 ruled not only that the races should not be separated, but also that any purposeful 

separation led to inherent inequality.  

Like in the aftermath of abolition, post-Brown vs. Board America saw the structures that 

supported the old racial hierarchy in parts of the country forcibly removed. Those who depended 

on that order saw the need to replace it with something that could maintain their previous way of 

life as best as possible. Accordingly, mainstream American racism shifted away from the explicit 

towards the implicit. Timothy Maliqalim Simone, author of About Face: Race in Postmodern 

America, claimed that in this period “American culture…discovered that racial effects are more 

efficiently achieved in a language cleansed of overt racial reference,”26 as the conditions of 

modern American life demanded the use of racial categories that “may or may not make the 

explicit reference to perceivable and acknowledgeable racial characteristics.”27 Under America’s 

new rules, “Whites Only” signs, violent enforcement of segregation in public spaces, and use of 

the word “nigger” by America’s leaders would no longer be tolerated. White Americans looking 
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to establish their superiority abandoned those tools of marking difference and adopted new ones. 

Exclusion moved “from the obvious and the clear to the much more subtle.”28  

The forced removal of legal segregation from American society coincided almost exactly 

with the post-World War II acceleration of the Great Migration. Between 1910 and 1970 over six 

and a half million African Americans took part in this Northern migration, making it “one of the 

largest and most rapid mass internal movements of people in history.” Although this movement 

occurred throughout the century it peaked in intensity after 1940. Five million of the over six and 

a half million African Americans who took part in the Great Migration moved north between 

1940 and 1970. Before 1940, 77% of African-Americans still lived in the south, 49% of them in 

rural areas. By 1970, only half of African-Americans lived in the South and less than a quarter in 

rural areas.29  

As the African-American population began to disperse around the country New York 

City became an increasingly common destination. Prior to the outbreak of World War II, 

450,000 African Americans lived in New York City. By the end of the war the African American 

population increased to almost 800,000.30 African-Americans weren’t the only persecuted, dark-

skinned minorities flocking to New York in search of opportunity and a better life. Puerto 

Ricans, a group previously only scarcely present in New York City, began to move into the 

metropolis in astonishing numbers. In 1947, The New York World Telegram called the then 

budding influx of Puerto Ricans “perhaps the greatest mass migration in modern history.”31 That 

was only the beginning. Puerto Rican migration would hit a record high six years later in 1953 as 
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52,000 migrants flocked to New York, bringing the total number of Puerto Ricans living in the 

city to 500,000. Just eight years earlier, that number was 61,500.32 Puerto Rican migrants soon 

found themselves lumped unceremoniously together with the city’s African Americans, both in 

terms of where they lived – first mostly in Harlem and Spanish Harlem but quickly in outer-

borough neighborhoods like the South Bronx – and how they were perceived and treated. 

Although the distinctions between the two were obvious, important, and contested within mixed 

African American-Puerto Rican communities, much of the outside world saw the dark-skinned 

group disrupting previously all-white neighborhoods in Queens, Brooklyn and especially The 

Bronx as simply “black.”  

The racial dynamics the dominant white majority had known, depended on and enjoyed 

were rapidly and drastically altered. Southerners could no longer tie their desire to be separated 

from African Americans to the legitimacy of the law or ground their overt and explicit racist 

rhetoric in the legality of segregation. Similarly, Northerners had to confront race in ways they 

never had. It was at this tipping point that, amongst the very real but often overstated gains of the 

Civil Rights movement, American racism permanently shifted. Taking these fundamental 

changes in America’s racial relations into account, Presidential Advisor Charles Haar attempted 

to predict America’s urban future. He concluded “the race problem is no longer a problem of the 

South but rather a problem of the cities, Northern as much as Southern. That is the triumph, but 

also the aftermath, of the Civil Rights movement of the 1950s.”33 Cities like New York and dark-

skinned minority neighborhoods like the South Bronx had become the new essential locations of 

African-American life and the methodology, construction and implementation of anti-Black 
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American racism evolved in lock step with this change. Overwhelmingly, white racism came to 

focus on cities and their ever-growing number of black and brown faces amassing in their 

segregated neighborhoods. 

Accompanying the racialized spatial reordering of American cities like New York in the 

1950s and 60s was a marked increase in racial tension. The Great Migration brought racial issues 

to the urban North in a previously unseen way and over these two decades the modern American 

city became “the primary space of racial division and racial tension” as “the apparatuses of urban 

racial segregation” took “new, sophisticated forms.”34 America’s racial tumult mounted 

throughout the decade, manifesting itself in U.S. cities in the form of palpable tension and 

explosive violent conflict. In reaction, President Lyndon B. Johnson formed the National 

Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, colloquially known as the Kerner Commission, an 11-

member committee with the goal of investigating the racial problem in America’s cities as of 

1967. The commission, headed in part by New York Mayor John Lindsay, issued a 50-page 

report that offers an illuminating look at the state of black urban life. The report states 

unequivocally that “our nation is moving toward two societies: one, largely Negro and poor, 

located in the central cities; the other, predominantly white and affluent, located in the suburbs 

and outlying areas.” While the acknowledgement of this cleavage alone is important, the 

commission identified “white racism” as “essentially responsible for the explosive mixture 

which has been accumulating in our cities since the end of World War II,” citing ghettoization of 

African Americans, “pervasive discrimination and segregation,” and white exodus as main 

causes. Ultimately, the commission warned, “to continue present policies is to make permanent 

the division of our country” and suggested “federal programs must be given a new thrust aimed 
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at overcoming the prevailing patterns of racial segregation.” Despite the strong recommendations 

made by the committee, President Johnson rejected the report’s findings.35  

Regardless of whether their recommendations lead to concrete results, the Kerner 

Commission’s detailing of the racial climate in heavily segregated cities like New York is 

invaluable. By the time of the report, New York now housed the two conditions that had 

propelled the enforcement of anti-black racism since its inception: hate and difference. Decades 

of institutional and societal effort made sure that the vast majority of residential space available 

to dark-skinned minorities like African Americans and Hispanics in and around American cities 

was separate from and inferior to that available to whites. Just as importantly, monumental 

changes to America’s racial geography and attitudes meant that urban rather than rural African-

Americans now served as the major focus of anti-black racism. Only through understanding 

these changes and the process that they ushered in can one truly understand the racist forces 

responsible for the unprecedented and cataclysmic decay of New York’s South Bronx 

neighborhood.  

Inferiority at Fault: Racializing Culture to Explain Failure 

The South Bronx and similar urban areas across the country came under attack as 

dominant societal voices singled out and condemned specific aspects of the urban condition, 

ultimately linking them with blackness as a new method of enforcing the superiority of those to 

whom the critiqued conditions did not apply. In particular, the crime present in the South Bronx 

and the nontraditional family structure and community organization of its residents were painted 

as not only the most serious social ills plaguing the South Bronx but also problems inherent to 

the culture of the African Americans and Puerto Ricans who lived there. 
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Violence, Crime and Fear 

To be sure, the South Bronx of the 1960s and 70s was a very dangerous place. The rates 

of violent crime, hard drug usage and youth gang enrollment were higher than in almost 

anywhere in the city and these criminal aspects had an undeniably negative effect on day-to-day 

life in the neighborhood.36 However, the crime, violence and danger that plagued the South 

Bronx, no matter the severity or frequency, only made up part of the neighborhood’s full story. 

The conditions, both internal and external, that encouraged that violence say just as much about 

life in the South Bronx as the sheer existence of crime does. The voices shaping the discussion 

and creating the discursive image of the Bronx rarely painted a holistic picture of the 

neighborhood. According to Murray Forman, “the dominant image of the Bronx, reinforced by 

photographs or television and movie footage,” came to be “one of…violence and danger all 

coded as black.”37  

As African Americans and Hispanics came to make up almost the entire population, 

violent crime became one of the South Bronx’s defining external characteristics. A 1973 episode 

of New York Illustrated, a long-running weekly documentary series that ran on NBC, aired an 

episode called “Saturday Night at Fort Apache” focusing on one night at the infamous South 

Bronx police station.38 In the opening moments, the narrator claims that there are only “three 

kinds of people who use the streets of the South Bronx after dark: police men, criminals, and 

potential victims.”39 The show proceeds to show all-white policemen arresting exclusively black 

and brown criminals, forcing the idea of the dark-skinned residents as either criminals or victims 
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of violence upon the viewer. Airing on national TV, NBC’s show is just one of many prominent 

depictions of the South Bronx’s racially homogenous violence that permanently conflated the 

neighborhood’s racial composition with exaggerated accounts of its danger.  

The media’s coverage of the South Bronx privileged sensationalizing the neighborhood’s 

violence and crime at the expense of discussing almost anything else. Many major media outlets, 

most notably the New York Times, portrayed a clear selection and presentation bias in their 

discussion of the South Bronx. When the Times and other publications wrote about the 

neighborhood South Bronx historian Jim Rooney claims that “what did get reported tended to 

focus on crime.”40 The coverage trended more towards fear mongering than investigation. A 

1973 four article series, written by columnist Martin Tolchin, gives an in-depth and nuanced look 

at the problems plaguing the South Bronx, appropriately placing blame for the depressed 

conditions both on the external factors oppressing residents and the residents themselves. 

However, the articles’ titles and ledes, the most visible parts of the series, tell a different story. 

The first installment is entitled “South Bronx: A Jungle Stalked by Fear, Seized by Rage,”41 

followed by “Gangs Spread Terror in the South Bronx,”42 “Rage Permeates All Facets of Life in 

the South Bronx,”43 and “Future Looks Bleak for the South Bronx.”44 Immediately, the dominant 

images are fear, terror and rage. Furthermore, the first two titles feature attention grabbing action 

verbs that link the prevailing emotions, “fear and terror,” to the actions of the black and brown 

residents. In addition to painting an overly violent picture of the South Bronx, the articles’ 

headlines do little to convey the actual point of the stories. The title of the installment about 
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“health and education” in the neighborhood makes no mention of health or education and instead 

calls readers’ attention to the rage inherent to life in the South Bronx. Headlines matter, often 

times far more than the content of the article. These headlines leave millions of readers with a 

deliberately distorted understanding that offers the violence of its residents as the root of all the 

South Bronx’s issues.  

When depicting violence, the articles overwhelmingly presented blacks and Hispanics as 

perpetrators and not victims. In “Rage Permeates All Facets of Life in the South Bronx,” Tolchin 

discusses violence at Samuel Gompers Vocational Technical High School and focuses on the 

plight of staffers, rather than students. In refusing to let minority residents be victims, coverage 

like the Times’ further enforces the mental link between race and violence in the South Bronx. 

Although flawed coverage was prevalent, its ill effects did not go unacknowledged. The 1967 

Kerner report attacked “the media” for their “overall treatment…of Negro ghettos,”45 citing the 

dangerous “exaggeration of both mood and event.” The single-minded and sensationalist 

coverage of violence in urban areas like the South Bronx led to “a series of moral panics” that 

ultimately “demonized inner-city minorit[ies].”46  

It wasn’t only the media who helped cement the erroneous link between urban violence 

and race. In a 1979 article on subway graffiti for public policy journal The Public Interest, 

prominent New York sociologist Nathan Glazer described how he cognitively linked violence to 

the geographic space of the South Bronx and the race of its residents. While he did not 

“consciously” make a connection between writers of graffiti and violent criminals, he felt that 
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“the sense that all are a part of one world of uncontrollable predators seems inescapable.”47 The 

development of this unconscious connection is one of the most tragic, damning and pervasive 

effects of the consistent presentation of crime and danger as inherent to black life. The article, 

which called for “increasingly hysterical policing and punishment efforts” based “not on well-

tested empirical data but, as Glazer himself admitted, raw fear of the Other,”48 legitimized the 

idea that the South Bronx’s black residents were violent and dangerous.  

Similar subconscious links can be found in the stories told by white people who fled the 

South and West Bronx once the neighborhoods started to “change.” In an extensive series of 

interviews with Jews who left the West Bronx in the 1960s and 70s, Bradley Gardner claimed 

that fleeing “whites used factors like crime…as nonracial reasons to legitimize their preferences 

for largely white neighborhoods.”49 Instead of blaming race for their departure they “collaps[ed] 

race into culture and learned behavior,” ultimately conveying their belief that the “destruction of 

their old neighborhoods was caused by individual behaviors associated with flawed black 

culture”50 like crime and violence. Using these distorted lies, the participants voiced their distaste 

for and the inferiority of their new, darker neighbors implicitly and did so only by relying on the 

fabricated link between black culture and violence. Though pervasive, crime and violence were 

just a few of the aspects of life in the South Bronx that critics used as a vehicle for veiled racial 

criticisms of black and Hispanic life.  
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Family Structure and Community Organization 

In addition to the prevalent critiques of crime in the South Bronx, the dominant voices 

criticizing the neighborhood consistently focused on the area’s lack of political organization and 

strong nuclear families as a major reason for its deterioration. Chief among these critics was 

Daniel Patrick Moynihan, an American politician and sociologist who pioneered the idea of 

benign neglect, a tragic policy that will receive greater focus later in this project. In 1965 

Moynihan infamously authored “The Negro Family: The Case for National Action,” a report 

which claimed “at the heart of the deterioration of the fabric of Negro society is the deterioration 

of the Negro family. It is the fundamental source of the weakness of the Negro community at the 

present time.”51 While the reaction to the report was mixed many found it incredibly 

problematic, claiming that it relied heavily on stereotypes and misplaced blame. In fact, a 1971 

book about the report coined the term “victim blaming.”52 Moynihan made these criticisms of the 

South Bronx more specifically as well, musing in the forward to Jill Jonnes’ South Bronx Rising 

that “It is a rule, is it not, that a man provides for his children and looks to their future? It was a 

rule in Puerto Rico. Why not in the South Bronx?”53 In lamenting Puerto Rican immigrants’ 

inability to provide for their families and maintain standard familial structure, Moynihan grounds 

the sad state of the neighborhood in the cultural failure and inferiority of Puerto Rican men. His 

1965 report did the same for black men54, constituting “an attempt to divert responsibility for 

poverty from social structural factors to the behaviors and cultural patterns of the poor.”55  
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Weak families weren’t the only supposed cultural failure of the Bronx’s new residents. 

The black and Hispanic newcomers supposedly also failed to reproduce the political 

organizations that had previously sustained the old, white Bronx. In his forward to South Bronx 

Rising, Moynihan proclaims, “obedience to law, and by extension a sense of obligation to others, 

is the foundation of any civil order of free men and women…that ceased to be a condition of 

society in the South Bronx,” when “law and order collapsed in this part of the city” just as “a 

new kind of delinquent was coming.”56 If there was any doubt as to who these new delinquents 

were, Moynihan made it clear by referring to the arrival of black and Puerto Rican migrants in 

the very next sentence. To further otherize the South Bronx’s residents, Moynihan mentions how 

America “fought a revolution to win the right to enact our own laws”57 shortly before lambasting 

the South Bronxites for failing to properly take part in the local political process, painting them 

as downright un-American. Moynihan and others described the new residents of the South Bronx 

as incapable of having nice neighborhoods, unable to maintain strong families and incompatible 

with proper local political process. The single minded focus on these failures, especially by a 

respected scholar and future Senator like Moynihan, places blame for the South Bronx’s demise 

entirely on the flaws of the residents while completely exempting external forces from 

consideration.  

To further enforce the connection between the black and Hispanic residents’ inferiority 

and the South Bronx’s demise, the new residents’ civic and cultural failures were consistently 

contrasted with their white geographic predecessors’ successes. For example, Moynihan showed 

great enthusiasm for the pre-1940s South Bronx, praising it as “a time of great political energy” 

where “the Bronx County Democratic organization, essentially an alliance of Irish Catholics and 
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Eastern European Jews, enjoyed enormous influence and stability.”58 Clearly, he feels the 

stability that would soon go out the window had something to do with the residents whose race 

he explicitly states. Regardless of the fact that political machines like those of the old South 

Bronx fell out of favor across the city and country around this same time, in Moynihan’s world 

the departure of the old democratic machine is a black and Hispanic problem. Moynihan 

maintains the same nostalgic praise for the old families of the neighborhood. Jill Jonnes agrees, 

claiming, “the Puerto Ricans lacked many of the qualities that had helped the Jews establish 

themselves.”59 In blaming Puerto Ricans’ lack of organization on their cultural flaws rather than 

on society’s racist rejection, no acknowledgement is given to the fact that the area suffered 

through a host of external changes that made it “quite impossible to reproduce the Jewish West 

Bronx”60 that Jonnes and others so nostalgically remembered. 

In a more nuanced look at the struggles faced by black and brown families in the South 

Bronx of the 1960s and 1970s, Evelyn Gonzalez makes note of the “excessive transiency” 

caused by the building of the Cross Bronx Expressway and eleven public housing projects, 

noting that “the family, ethnic and community ties that had earlier sustained the low-income 

ethnic and racial neighborhoods of the South Bronx could not flourish in such an 

environment.”61 Rather than examining the facts and coming to similarly well-founded 

conclusions, critics like Jonnes and Moynihan instead relied on stereotypes and chose to falsely 

ground the failures of the South Bronx in the fabricated faults of its black and Hispanic residents.  
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Unfortunately, many Bronx residents found Moynihan and Jonnes’ logic more acceptable 

than Gonzalez’s. In his interview of Jews who fled the West Bronx in the wake of its 

demographic transition Bradley Gardener claimed that one of his subjects, Bernice, “understood 

the West Bronx as harmonious [and] orderly before the arrival of black folks.” Gardener believes 

that his “participants’ identities were tied to the idea that [they] were passive victims of black 

and brown values, behaviors and culture.” They felt that “black culture transformed” their space 

“from safe and orderly to dangerous and chaotic.”62 It was amongst these Jews and other white 

evacuees that the term “neighborhood change” became a racially loaded euphemism employed to 

contrast the value of the old, white Bronx with the new, black Bronx. According to Gardner, the 

most common response used by these Jews when asked why they moved was “the neighborhood 

changed.”63 The implication inherent in citing demographic change as a pivot point in the 

fortunes of the South Bronx is clear: the white Jews and Italians who used to inhabit this 

neighborhood kept it together because they could and the inferior blacks and Hispanics have let 

it fall apart because they are incapable of performing the same standard civic duties. The 

problem lies solely in the culture and lives of the newcomers and nowhere else. Even more 

damningly, once these cultural profiles were racialized all this could be said without any explicit 

evocation of race.  

Implicit Condemnations  

The implicit nature of these cultural critiques, and of the entire post-integration American 

racial rhetoric, established its staying power. With formerly acceptable explicit racism now 

socially untenable, a more covert style was necessitated. The value of this surreptitiousness is 
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rendered painfully clear in the testimonies of Gardener’s interviewees. These white, Jewish 

families who fled the rapidly changing South Bronx are the exemplars of racially motivated 

white flight but took great pains to avoid acknowledging race’s role in their exodus. They 

claimed they left because the neighborhood was changing or because they “liked living in a 

Jewish neighborhood” but never explicitly said they left because the neighborhood was getting 

darker. According to Gardener, “as the participants in my study sought to avoid being known as 

racists, they often avoided racial signifiers.” Throughout the South Bronx and the United States, 

those who wanted to disguise their racist impulse increasingly “hid racist statements inside 

references to space and place.” In cloaking their racist feelings about the deterioration of their 

neighborhood in criticisms of culture rather than race, “participants actively sought to avoid 

being called racist” while actively being racist. The tying of the failures of urban locales like the 

South Bronx exclusively to the flaws of the residents allowed those with an interest in 

maintaining black inferiority to do so without drawing attention to or marking themselves and 

their actions as racist.64  

The “New South Bronx”: Diseased, War Torn and World Famous 

Popular discourse shaped and constructed the South Bronx’s image to justify the 

consistent critique and abandonment it suffered throughout the second half of the 20th century. 

The two most popular, and damaging, discursive trends that emerged were the personification of 

the South Bronx as a disease afflicting New York City and the extensive use of war vocabulary 

to discuss the South Bronx and its relation to surrounding areas. In addition to validating 

treatment befitting an illness or war, these constructions helped transform the South Bronx into 

something larger than a geographic space. As the neighborhood’s profile gained unprecedented 

notoriety, the name “the South Bronx” simultaneously represented images of a diseased, war torn 
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area, the prototypical African-American urban space, and the western world’s most famous slum. 

Ultimately, the frequent racist representations of the South Bronx in popular discourse melded all 

these constructed meanings together to create a new South Bronx. The construction of the new 

South Bronx fully cemented the neighborhood’s decline and provided a tool for the racist 

condemnation of black urban life both inside the Bronx and out.  

Containing Disease 

As conditions in minority urban neighborhoods like the South Bronx deteriorated the 

depiction of these locations as diseases attacking the body of the larger city gained traction. To 

be sure, metaphors connecting urban ghettos with illness had been present for as long as 

American cities had existed but they took on a greater importance in an environment where 

racial hierarchies had to be enforced in a language purged of overt racial reference. Bradley 

Gardener explains this process, saying “one of the ways space is commonly used to conceal race 

is through urban planning language.” In this lexicon, the city is the body politic and “difference 

in the form of racialized groups is seen as a disease invading the city, a threat to its well being.”65 

Popular discourse quickly labeled the black and Hispanic residents of the geographically 

expanding South Bronx as a disease. It’s a powerful metaphor as the association of the expansion 

of black urban space with sickness justifies preventative measures associated with tackling an 

illness, which in the South Bronx manifested itself in efforts to contain the neighborhood, 

segregate of its black and Hispanic residents, and neglect the problems that arose within.  

 Before the South Bronx’s racial demographics changed, the neighborhood consisted of 

one square mile in the far southeast Corner of Mott Haven, bordered to the south by the East 

River and the North by 149th street. However, the South Bronx would grow rapidly as the 
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neighborhoods surrounding Mott Haven filled up with darker residents and began to decay. By 

“1980 the city of New York and the media had redefined the boundaries of the infamous South 

Bronx to include everything south of Fordham Road, or twenty square miles.”66 Media, residents 

and politicians depicted this growth as a contagious disease. As black and Hispanic residents 

brought the perceived social and cultural ills that supposedly doomed neighborhoods like Mott 

Haven to their new locales, the neighborhood’s name spread rapidly over previously 

unassociated neighborhoods, like a sickness emanating from a diseased cell. Daniel Patrick 

Moynihan, for example, explained how the neighborhoods of “Melrose, Mott Haven, Hunt’s 

Point, Morisania, West Farms, Tremont, Concourse, Highbridge, and Morris Heights were 

overwhelmed, immobilized, destroyed, and subsumed by the ‘South Bronx.’”67 Those verbs, 

which imply the debilitating and corrosive nature of the neighborhood’s disease-like spread, call 

for the neighborhood to be treated with the aggressive action appropriate for attacking any 

disease. Moynihan went further, claiming that “no one who observed this South Bronx cancer 

could believe the rapidity with which it struck,”68 again framing the spread of urban blight as an 

action undertaken by an imagined aggressor and associating the neighborhood and its residents 

with a sickness.  

Peddlers of this metaphor relied heavily on the physical signs of abandonment and 

devastation, the most obvious indicators of urban decay, discussing them in the way a doctor 

would visible sores or lesions. As the demographics of the Grand Concourse began to change it 

was said to be “suffering through the early stages of the devastation disease”69 and a 1979 report 
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from the Municipal Arts Society spoke of “buildings [that] could be seen to catch the disease and 

die.”70 Critics claimed, “the poverty of inner-city infrastructure provides a racial sign of complex 

social disorders” when, according to David Goldberg, “in fact it is their cause.”71 Little by little, 

the South Bronx subsumed more of the borough until it covered a ludicrously large amount of 

geographic space. Speaking of the entire process, Jonnes said that “for unknown reasons this old 

name [the South Bronx] was transformed into a traveling curse.”72 Although Jonnes claims the 

reasons for the spread of the name are unknown, in reality they must have been clear to her and 

to others who perpetuated the metaphorical association between the South Bronx and a 

contagious illness. As black and brown residents came, the name “The South Bronx” came with 

them, bringing the danger associated with contagious illness and justifying appropriate action.  

Combating a War 

Of all the clichés used to describe the South Bronx in the 1960s and 70s one of the most 

common and overused is that the area resembled a war zone. The crumbling buildings 

“remind[ed] people of Berlin or Dresden after the war,” “looming hulks fill[ed] street after 

bombed-out street,” and the neighborhood “had been laid waste in peacetime as thoroughly as if 

it had been bombed in a savage war.”73 The metaphor and the accompanying lexicon were most 

pernicious when invoked in reference to the mentality of the residents in the South Bronx and the 

neighborhood’s expanding and adjoining territories.  

The most prominent use of wartime vocabulary in the South Bronx was the naming of the 

main police station - “Fort Apache.” The name existed throughout the 1960s but was solidified in 
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the early 1970s by the 1973 NBC Special “NY Illustrated - Saturday Night At Fort Apache” and 

the book Fort Apache: New York's Most Violent Precinct. The problematic term became fully, 

and controversially, cemented in Paul Newman’s 1981 film “Fort Apache, The Bronx,” a crime 

drama that, according to the New York Times’ review, painted the “South Bronx as an urban 

nightmare, a contemporary American vision of World War II Hamburg.”74 Almost immediately 

residents took exception to the movie, forming the Committee Against Fort Apache (CAFA). 

CAFA claimed that the film portrayed a clear “anti-Puerto Rican and anti-Black” bias, leaving 

“the viewer with the impression that the people themselves create the poverty of the South 

Bronx.”75 They feared that the film and its construction of the South Bronx would “turn people 

against us…rather than win people over to support our continuing struggle.”76 Bronx Lawyer 

William Kuntsler had similar concerns about the name, believing it problematically constructed 

the station “as an outpost of white power in what is regarded as very hostile country.”77 

However, some didn’t see any problem. Police Captain Harvey Kapowitz took pride in both “the 

mystique of Fort Apache” and the police station’s status as “the last safe haven in the 

community.”78 The problems inherent in associating a building that housed a white police force 

in an otherwise minority neighborhood with a military outpost were summed up simply by a 

longtime resident, who stated that Fort Apache “was a racist name,” which “evokes the images 

of savage, uncontrollable people.”79 In an area that is assumed to be black and Hispanic based 

solely on its name, the implication that it is filled with “savage, uncontrollable people” is 
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dangerous. The extended and widely accepted use of the name Fort Apache disseminated the 

racist construction of the South Bronx globally.80 

 The construction of the South Bronx as a war zone had two major implications that 

seriously affected the perception and treatment of the neighborhood. Presenting the South Bronx 

as contested, war torn territory implied both that there were physical boundaries that were being 

actively and violently disputed and that, like many war zones, the area was a site ungoverned by 

a legitimate power.  

Fears about the spread of the South Bronx and the racial dynamics that the name implied 

fueled the use of wartime vocabulary. The black and Hispanic residents who arrived in a 

neighborhood adjacent to the South Bronx were described as belligerents or invaders, 

aggressively staking claim to territory they didn’t have a right to. For example “the Italians and 

Irish who lived on the far side of Crotona Park,” one of the neighborhoods that came to be part of 

the ever-growing South Bronx, “were anything but passive in their response to what they viewed 

as an unwanted invasion.”81 Through the lens of the pervasive racial power dynamics that 

defined the South Bronx, popular discourse defined displaced people looking for housing in an 

area where their race had been previously under represented as invaders. While this phenomenon 

certainly existed in the South Bronx it is better documented in the Brooklyn neighborhood of 

Canarsie, thanks to the detailed history of Jonathan Rieder’s Canarsie: The Jews and Italians of 

Brooklyn Against Liberalism. Rieder depicts a “community nervous about racial encroachment,” 

who viewed the shifting racial demographics “as an invasion by a hostile army.”82 The book is 
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full of interviews with residents who see their neighborhood as a “buffer zone,” and claim they 

feel “chased” by the new, black residents. One speaker at a block association meeting compares 

Canarsie residents to “the Israelis…surrounded by fifty million Arabs. They have to fight, but 

there’s no place to retreat…The white middle class in Canarsie is up against the same wall.”83 

The perception of demographic shifts around depressed urban areas as a militarized battle over 

territory fits into the pattern of the destructive racial constructions that surrounded the South 

Bronx. It stresses the need for containment of the aggressors, who were invariably the black and 

Hispanic newcomers, and authorizes the use of aggressive suppression. It should come as no 

suprise that Canarsie featured multiple outbreaks of racially motivated fire bombings in the 

1970s.  

 In times of war, a contested space often does not belong to either faction and exists in 

some ambiguous grey area, ungoverned by either side. Due both to the rhetoric used to describe 

the South Bronx and New York City’s abandonment of the neighborhood, that ambiguity existed 

in the areas the South Bronx expanded into. The Hunts Point section of the South Bronx provides 

an illuminating example of how popular discourse’s representation of a neighborhood’s changing 

racial dynamics can change how the area is perceived in relation to the city as a whole. In a 1969 

article entitled “Hunt’s Point: Ruled by Addicts,” the New York Times proclaimed that the old 

residents of Hunt’s Point were “literally living in a state of siege.” After establishing the use of 

war vocabulary, the article claims “in basic ways, portions of the Hunts Point section of the 

southeast Bronx have ceased to be part of New York City.”84 Importantly, the Times establishes 

the besieged area as a place of contestation between the two warring factions, the racially 

homogenous black addicts and the still racially heterogeneous residents, before asserting that it is 
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no longer of the city. This characterization of Hunt’s Point and the South Bronx removed it from 

the rest of the city and singled it out as a flawed outlier in need of repair. Furthermore, since it’s 

not really a part of New York, the neighborhood’s failure cannot be truly blamed on the city but 

rather on the black addicts who “rule” it. More than 30 years later, the Times ran an article titled 

“No Longer A War Zone, Hunts Point Gains Status; New Services Arrive As City Improvements 

Lift Bronx Community.” Decades after describing the neighborhood in terms fit for war, the 

Times now lauds how this area, which was “once maligned as a war zone,”85 has been saved by 

the helping hand of the city.   

Becoming More Than a Neighborhood 

Ultimately, the characterization of the South Bronx as disease-like and as similar to war 

torn territory led to two troubling simultaneous phenomenon: an emphasis on the need to contain 

the South Bronx and the creation of the South Bronx as an extra-geographic idea. Sadly, what 

contagious diseases and aggressors in wars have in common is that both bring destruction to 

whatever they touch and both require suppression for the problem to be solved. As disease and 

war were metaphorically linked to the South Bronx, the perpetuation of those associations acted 

as an implicit acceptance of containment and aggression. After all, who would speak of a “South 

Bronx cancer” that is heavily associated with the spread of black and brown residents without 

wanting to contain and combat that cancer and isolate those residents? Similarly, in the minds of 

the racist residents in East Crotona or Canarsie, the wide-spread characterization of the South 

Bronx as a zone of war helped justify the racial violence that existed to suppress the arrival of 

new black residents. 
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 To this day there aren’t “official cartographic designations for the South Bronx section of 

the borough on civic records and maps.”86 Back in the 70s, local residents couldn’t define the 

neighborhood’s spatial parameters but could agree, “wherever it is, it has a bad reputation.”87 

Another fact about the South Bronx that all could agree on is that the various neighborhoods it 

included were, by virtue of their inclusion in the South Bronx, black and Hispanic 

neighborhoods. In the early 1970s Morris Heights was not yet considered part of the South 

Bronx. However, once it became 70% black and Hispanic “it was assumed that this would be the 

next part of the South Bronx.”88 Entirely due to race, the South Bronx name applied. As formerly 

independent neighborhoods succumbed to the South Bronx “disease” they lost their previous 

names. “The neighborhoods of Mott Haven, Melrose, Morrisania-Claremont, and Hunts-Point 

Crotona Park East,” for example, “disappeared as the blighted area known as the South Bronx 

grew.”89 The loss of names is important because there is nothing in those names that speaks to 

the race of its residents. “The South Bronx,” however, was widely understood as a black and 

Hispanic space. Gradually, “The South Bronx” became a heuristic that defined the neighborhood 

in question solely by the race of its residents. That blind association would become incredibly 

damaging as “the South Bronx” took on another pernicious rhetorical meaning.  

 The South Bronx further transcended the physicality that typically defines neighborhoods 

as media, politicians and regular civilians amplified its failures on an international stage. 

Throughout the “1960s and 1970s, the South Bronx became a national symbol of urban 

deterioration.”90 The neighborhood became a cultural touchstone and a permanent feature of 
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mass media. Its well-publicized decay attracted multiple presidents, a pope, and scores of urban 

disaster tourists. The “whole nation saw the Bronx burning during the 1977 world 

series…presidential visits depended its notoriety…and Fort Apache, The Bronx forever 

entrenched its disrepute.”91 The building up of the South Bronx’s horrendous reputation occurred 

outside of America as well. The Le Guide de Routard, a French-language guide to America, 

described “Le Bronx” as “the symbol of the most extreme poverty” and English tabloids “dubbed 

a drug-torn neighborhood in Manchester, England, ‘the Bronx.’”92  

The South Bronx became synonymous with both all-black neighborhoods and urban 

failure. The very use of the name “the South Bronx,” in certain contexts, was a tool for marking 

and enforcing racial inferiority. As the popular personifications of the neighborhood as disease-

like and war torn gained rhetorical significance the neighborhood’s fame signified something 

else entirely. When “the South Bronx became the new shame of cities,”93 many people found it 

impossible to separate this shame from the race of those that lived in the South Bronx. “The 

South Bronx” name simultaneously came to connote black and Hispanic space and urban failure 

and those two meanings melded. A global criticism and fascination with the neighborhood’s 

decay doubled as a critical fixation on the “black” American experience.  

A Self-Fulfilling Prophecy: Private and Public Reaction to the New South Bronx 

The racist constructions that systematically tore down the South Bronx encouraged a 

private and public reaction that compounded, rather than addressed, the area’s devastating 

problems. The popular presentation of the neighborhood established it as a location populated by 
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inferior people and worthy of abandonment. The policy makers, residents and those with an 

economic interest in the borough responded accordingly.  

The major institutional reaction to racist perception of the new South Bronx was the 

policies of benign neglect and planned shrinkage, two political philosophies that claimed the 

neighborhood should be disinvested and left alone to die to improve the health of the city. The 

devastating influence that the popular racist construction of the South Bronx had on these 

policies can be seen in the plans’ inventors and proponents’ use of problematic, implicitly racist 

language. Although the City formally rejected these proposals, the philosophies impacted the 

South Bronx and the very existence of these policies speaks volumes about the amount of 

aggression toward the neighborhood. 

 Private actors, especially within the South Bronx’s real estate industry, also expressed 

similar feelings of authorized contempt for the area. When the real estate market collapsed due to 

the media-stoked hysteria surrounding demographic transitions and neighborhood change, 

landlords slashed services, knowing full well that dominant society had already characterized the 

area as blighted and would place blame not on them but on the racial flaws of the residents. Once 

the South Bronx had been built up as an international symbol of black urban failure it became 

labeled, in many ways, as a place not worth saving. That notion became a self-fulfilling prophecy 

as private and public actors found no reason to help the South Bronx, seeking instead to tear it 

down either in the name of saving the more “desirable” parts of the city or for personal profit.  

Benign Neglect 

Daniel Patrick Moynihan gave birth to the philosophy of benign neglect while an Urban 

Affairs Advisor to President Richard Nixon in 1970. Officially, it was a federal policy that 

suggested that in the wake of the tensions of the Civil Rights Movement issues of race in urban 
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areas could benefit from a period of drastically decreased attention. Although it was officially a 

national policy, it was specifically based on a faulty understanding of the conditions of the South 

Bronx. Moynihan received foundational support for his policy from data on fire alarms and fires 

in New York City and the South Bronx supplied by the private think tank The RAND Institute. 

This data, after undergoing well-documented distortion94, “provided the basis for his assertion 

that the fires were the result of social pathology.” 95 

By blaming fires on social pathology,96 benign neglect punished the people who created 

the social fabric by completely ignoring any possible structural or institutional problems. 

Ultimately, Moynihan’s understanding of the South Bronx’s fires as resulting from the social 

flaws of its black and Hispanic residents is a clear extension of the victim blaming that resulted 

from the creation of false racial profiles. Benign neglect’s ideology is centered on Moynihan’s 

belief that a disproportionate amount of New York’s fires were caused by arson, leading him to 

falsely label residents of arson-stricken neighborhoods like the South Bronx as “lawless, 

pathological and irredeemably locked into an antisocial behavior pattern.” The callous falseness 

of that statement and the persistence of the idea that the South Bronx’s residents were socially 

and psychologically flawed demonstrates how vital the construction of the neighborhood and its 
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residents as unworthy of the basic rights granted to other areas and people was to the philosophy 

of benign neglect.  

Planned Shrinkage 

Planned shrinkage, a proposal introduced by then Administrator of New York City’s 

Housing Department, Roger Starr, applied the overarching philosophy of benign neglect to New 

York in a direct way. Starr conceived of the plan in 1966 and took years developing it before 

going public. In his 1976 speech introducing the policy, Starr proposed that the city should 

“accelerate the drainage” in population from disadvantaged areas, specifically mentioning the 

South Bronx. He felt the best way to clear these areas out was through “planned shrinkage,” or 

“the deliberate emptying out of largely destroyed neighborhoods” through the “closing of 

subway stations, police and firehouses, and hospitals and schools as a means of saving money 

and consolidating services.”97 Speaking at the height of New York’s dramatic fiscal woes, Starr 

believed the city could benefit from “simply accept[ing] the fact that the city’s population is 

going to shrink…cut[ing] back on city services accordingly, [and] realizing considerable savings 

in the process.”98 In his eyes the city’s resources were spread too thin and the city needed to pull 

services from some areas in order to benefit the greater whole.  

While Starr’s logic made sense to likeminded policy makers, according to Jill Jonnes, it 

served to confirm the “suspicions of those who believed there was an organized goal…to push 

the poor minorities out of New York City and to be rid of them.”99 Those who held these 

suspicions had ample reason to keep their guard up. The institutionalized abandonment proposed 

by benign neglect fit with the city’s larger geographic investment strategy, which Bradley 
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Gardener claims “poured resources into lower and midtown Manhattan at the expense of 

neighborhoods in the outer boroughs”100 like the South Bronx. Starr lent credence to his skeptics’ 

concerns, saying “our urban system is based on the theory of taking the peasant and turning him 

into an industrial worker. Now there are no industrial jobs. Why not keep him a peasant…stop 

Puerto Ricans and the rural blacks from living in the city.”101  

Planned shrinkage’s proposed abandonment of black and Hispanic neighborhoods was 

indebted to and a product of the constructed image of the South Bronx as flawed and disease 

like. The plan’s proponents, including Starr himself, also consistently used the racist profile of 

residents that grounded the South Bronx’s failure in black inferiority to support their claims.  

Starr justified his plan by citing the same supposed flaws in black and Hispanic culture 

that his ideological predecessors like Moynihan did. By “denying the existence of the 

community’s social fabric and…evoking dysfunctional poor families” Starr “provide[d] the 

intellectual basis for massive demolition of the housing of the poor.”102 He used the old critiques 

that cited black cultural inferiority as the cause of the neighborhood’s failure as grounds for its 

abandonment. The racist logic, a clear extension of earlier racist rhetoric, states that since the 

neighborhood’s current residents aren’t able to properly care for their neighborhoods in the way 

their white predecessors did, the city has no duty to provide for those neighborhoods in the way 

it does for others.  

Planned shrinkage further relied upon the racist constructions of the South Bronx in its 

supporters’ characterization of the areas that were to be shrunk. The perception of the South 
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Bronx as a contagious illness became the perfect guiding rationale for the policy of planned 

shrinkage. Starr predicated planned shrinkage on an “ideology of sick communities” that steadily 

drained resources that were desperately needed in other, healthier parts of the city.103 These 

neighborhoods weren’t just sick; Starr felt they were dying or already dead. In a lengthy New 

York Times Magazine piece announcing the intentions of his plan, Starr complained that 

although “large parts of the Bronx south of the Cross Bronx Expressway are virtually dead…the 

city must still supply services to the few survivors, send in the fire engines when there are fires, 

keep the subway station open, even continue a school.”104 To Starr, providing these essential 

services to dead neighborhoods like the South Bronx hurt the city as the services could be 

redirected to other more deserving areas that “remained alive.” Not surprisingly, according to 

Deborah and Rodick Wallace, authors of the seminal book A Plague on Your Houses, the 

“neighborhoods diagnosed as ‘sick’ were all poor and nonwhite.”105 The South Bronx, with its 

unambiguous racial homogeneity, was the exemplar of an ill neighborhood deserving of 

disinvestment. The preexisting racist rhetoric provided Starr and his supporters with the rationale 

and vocabulary necessary to normalize the radical tenets of planned shrinkage.  

Officially, New York’s most powerful and prominent politicians rejected planned 

shrinkage and made sure to point out its glaring problems. The New York City Board of 

Estimate “strongly denounced the plan in a public hearing, the City’s Planning Commission 

“went out of its way to dissociate itself” from the Starr thesis, and Pratt Institute board member 

Ronald Shiffman labeled the plan “genocidal.”106 While all this condemnation went a long way 
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towards publically disowning planned shrinkage’s flawed ideals it certainly didn’t entirely stifle 

its implementation.  

The geographic reorganization of New York City’s fire departments, a central tenet of 

Starr’s plan, occurred as dictated by Starr, Moynihan and the doctrine of planned shrinkage even 

before the City had a chance to reject the proposal. In the early 1970s, based on 

recommendations taken from the same corrupt RAND Institute data used initially by Moynihan, 

the New York Fire Department “targeted its poor, densely populated neighborhoods for service 

reduction”. By 1972 “the Department was closing fire companies or moving them from poor to 

middle-class areas.”107 Supported by the findings taken from the purposefully manipulated 

RAND data and the racist construction of the South Bronx that served to justify its abandonment, 

the City felt that “fire-prone (generally black and Puerto Rican) neighborhoods were actually 

over served by the fire department.” Over the next decade fifty fire units were closed and fire 

inspections were cut by 70%.108 

The South Bronx, the area that would supposedly not suffer from these service 

reductions, was devastated. Between 1970 and 1980, seven census tracts in the borough lost 

“more than 97% of their buildings to fire and abandonment and 44 tracts (out of 289 in the 

borough) lost more than 50%.” Some previously “healthy” areas in the South Bronx lost 80% of 

both housing units and population between 1970 and 1980.109 Despite the fact that the vast 

majority of these fires started due to ordinary causes, conventional wisdom blamed arson.110 As 

the epidemic worsened, the falsified notion that the contagion existed because of arson persisted. 
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Arsonists and criminals bore the brunt of the responsibility, continuing the phenomenon of 

misplaced blame that dropped responsibility for the South Bronx’s failures solely on the 

shoulders of its black and brown residents. 

Private Reaction 

The devastating reaction to the new South Bronx was not limited to the public sphere as 

private economic interests responded to the construction of the neighborhood as flawed and 

worthless. The real estate market in the neighborhoods that the politicians and media doomed 

with the name “South Bronx” crashed throughout the late 60s and early 70s. While many forces 

encouraged the collapse of the South Bronx’s real estate market, in a Housing Rehabilitation 

Task Force report issued in 1976 the New York City Urban Coalition proclaimed that what really 

killed the South Bronx’s real estate market was a loss of hope. “The owner loses hope in the 

building, the banks in the neighborhood, and the tenants in the landlord…thus the building has 

no future.”111 As popular racist perceptions trumpeted the neighborhood’s death, destructive 

pessimism was inevitable.  

The popular construction of the neighborhood led politicians, investors, and “owners and 

residents to redline the South Bronx as an area not worth saving.”112 The landlord of a South 

Bronx building acknowledged that “white middle class people just don’t want to live in that kind 

of an area,” while a banker damningly claimed that by 1975 “you can write off the entire area 

south of the Cross-Bronx expressway.”113 These vague, sweeping generalizations declaring the 

South Bronx’s worthlessness only made sense due to the widely disseminated, racist image of 

the neighborhood as destitute, inferior and deserving of abandonment.  
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Media, especially The New York Times, fueled the hysteria surrounding the South Bronx 

and its demise. As early as 1966, The Times lent support to the notion that the neighborhood’s 

changed racial composition had compromised its value. A July cover story blared the headline 

“Grand Concourse: Hub of the Bronx Is Undergoing Ethnic Changes” with the explanatory sub 

header stating “Transition Felt to Be Posing Threat to Stability of Area.”114 A Bronx developer 

charged the story with the “ruination of this neighborhood”115 and Irma Fleck, a Bronx 

community activist, claimed that the article kicked off a “self-fulfilling prophecy. Landlords read 

that article and the real estate market fell immediately. No one wants to live in a neighborhood 

the Times has said is becoming a slum.”116  

As the perception of the South Bronx as worthless disseminated, private sector 

disinvestment picked up, real estate demand plummeted and landlords quickly realized that they 

would have to resort to “unethical practices to reap profits from their buildings.”117 The vast 

majority “cut down on maintenance, defer[red] paying taxes, rent[ed] to undesirable tenants or 

‘problem families,’ aggressively collect[ed] whatever rents they could get, and ‘ran for the 

hills.”118 The politically weak and disadvantaged black and Hispanic residents of buildings 

crippled by landlord abuse found their appeals for assistance were ignored and unheard. The 

rampant linking of the buildings’ and neighborhood’s squalor to the residents’ racial flaws and 

the desire of many of New York’s most powerful decision makers to abandon this part of the city 

further drowned out their cries for help and support. The landlords’ exploitation of their now 
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decrepit buildings often ended with burning them to the ground in order to cash in on fire 

insurance policies. Tragically, the landlords could shirk responsibility for the burned downed 

carcasses of their buildings as, despite data stating otherwise, dominant voices like those of 

Daniel Patrick Moynihan and the RAND Institute continually “accused the poor of arson and 

mischief.”119 Soon, the market crashed around the residents’ feet. The destitution that came to 

define the South Bronx grew worse and worse while the blame for these problems continued to 

be misplaced, falling overwhelmingly on its beleaguered black and Hispanic residents.  

Hip-Hop: Shedding the South Bronx 

Hopefully this thesis has demonstrated how the new language of modern American 

racism, which asserted white hegemony and marked black inferiority through critiques of black 

urban space, strongly influenced the rapid demise of New York’s South Bronx during the 1960s 

and 1970s. By constructing its black and Hispanic residents as inherently flawed and responsible 

for the problems plaguing the “war torn” and “disease-like” neighborhood, this racist rhetoric 

resulted in outside abandonment of and aggression towards the South Bronx. 

Hip-hop culture, now a global artistic and commercial genre that originated almost 

entirely within the loose geographic confines of the South Bronx, includes in its creation and 

early commercialization the marks of its place of origin’s transformation. A close study of hip-

hop’s initial expansion renders the effects of the isolation and stigmatization of its home 

tragically clear, as hip-hop culture provides the perfect vessel for an examination of the racist 

forces encouraging the South Bronx’s demise.  

 Hip-hop is a cultural movement consisting of four pillars – MCing, DJing, Breaking, and 

Graffiti – that originated in the South Bronx during the early 1970s. Taking inspiration from a 
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host of influences, hip-hop music, also known as rap, emerged as the most well-known and 

commercially viable branch of the culture. Simultaneously, the non-musical aspects of hip-hop 

culture, graffiti art and break dancing, became popular forms of expression for the disadvantaged 

black and Hispanic youth of the South Bronx. From these humble beginnings, hip-hop has risen 

to become a prominent and critically respected form of artistic expression and one of the most 

lucrative global cultural commodities. While hip-hop’s entire existence is influenced by racial 

politics, the culture’s early years – from 1973 until 1980 - are when the impact of the racist 

rhetoric that is the focus of this thesis is most clear.  

An understanding of hip-hop culture’s origins is crucial to understanding how the racist 

constructions of the South Bronx influenced the soon-to-be global phenomenon. The majority of 

hip-hop’s creators were the African American and Puerto Rican youth of the South Bronx whose 

childhood and adolescence overlapped with the most dramatic years of their neighborhood’s 

decline. Among the most prolific of these innovators are Afrika Bambaataa, DJ Kool Herc and 

Grandmaster Flash (DJs); Melle Mel and Grandmaster Caz (MCs); Crazy Legs, Jojo and Jimmy 

Dee (Breaking); and Lee Quiñones (Graffiti). With the exception of Legs and Quiñones, all of 

those men were either born in the South Bronx between 1955 and 1960 or came of age in the 

neighborhood in the 1960s.  

 The shared upbringing of its originators and the culture’s general insularity in the South 

Bronx defined hip-hop’s early years. Before hip-hop spread out from its points of origin in the 

South Bronx and in neighborhoods like Bedford Stuyvesant, many felt that the music’s 

particularities, mainly its strong ties to specific aspects of the South Bronx, would render it 

permanently provincial.120 Additionally, outside of a small underground economy consisting of 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
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cover charges for shows and revenues from self-produced materials, before 1979 hip-hop almost 

entirely lacked a monetary component. The vast majority of artists were “composing and 

performing…without concern for or thought of its commercial potential.”121 Obviously, this 

changed rapidly. In 1979, The Sugar Hill Gang’s “Rapper’s Delight” became hip-hop’s first 

commercially viable single. By 1980, rappers charged for shows in Manhattan and graffiti artists 

sold pieces for thousands of dollars in fancy downtown art galleries. Just four years later, Run-

DMC went platinum. But, exactly because of the destructive and racist constructions of the 

South Bronx, before any of this commodification could take place hip-hop had to be physically 

and cognitively removed from the South Bronx and cleansed of the signifiers of its neighborhood 

to become commercially viable to the city and country that had stigmatized its place of origin.  

 Hip-hop’s first moves out of the South Bronx might not be substantial in terms of 

distance but any separation from the South Bronx brought the culture into an entirely new world. 

In 1978, the Bronx-born DJ Hollywood performed in Harlem’s legendary Apollo Theater. While 

still a black neighborhood, Harlem, and especially the Apollo Theater, received a different level 

of respectability from dominant white society in comparison to the South Bronx. Thus, 

“appearances of DJ Hollywood at the Apollo in 1978…introduced the potential of the music to a 

wider segment of the black public.”122 Just a year or two later, hip-hop advanced further into 

Manhattan and finally broke out of the black community. In the first years of the 1980s, hip-hop 

culture caught the attention of a series of white outsiders. These outsiders, whose interest in hip-

hop ranged from anthropological to earnest to exploitative, removed hip-hop from the South 
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Bronx, their appreciation effectively “cleansing it” of some of its previous stigmas by linking it 

with a new geographic part of New York and granting it the validity that came with previously 

non-existent white approval. Due mainly to the efforts of these geographic outsiders, who were 

overwhelmingly but not entirely white, hip-hop “hit” downtown Manhattan.  

Ruza Blue, a white downtown club promoter and hip-hop appreciator, cemented hip-hop 

as both a fixture of downtown culture and a commercially viable entity with her parties at The 

Roxy. The Roxy was a roller skating rink and club in Manhattan’s Chelsea neighborhood, and in 

1981-1982 it became a center for hip-hop activity. DJs like Bambaataa, Jazzy Jay, Grandmaster 

Flash and others were regulars and as they spun the city’s best B-Boys tore the dance floor apart. 

The club boasted a groundbreakingly diverse clientele and hip-hop became the main attraction 

for a crowd that featured everyone from B-Boys to punk kids to David Bowie. Blue “brought an 

uptown who’s-who to the downtown stage,” finally placing this South Bronx phenomenon in an 

environment meant to be “inviting to mainstream whites.”123 Scores of new white fans who 

would never have traveled to the South Bronx could experience hip-hop in Chelsea without the 

fears of crime and danger created by incendiary New York Time’s headlines or images of 

President Carter and his beefy security detail navigating the South Bronx’s streets. David 

Hershkovits, a white music journalist, remembers this transition fondly. “What attracted me to 

[The Roxy] at first was…a hip-hop thing coming downtown from the Bronx into my 

neighborhood” for “the people who didn’t have any direct contact with hip-hop at the time.”124 

Hershkovits fell in love with the culture now that it was at the Roxy, a place that he felt, unlike 

the Bronx, “didn’t smell dangerous or anything like that.”125 The effect of hip-hop’s new ties to a 
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non-South Bronx location was clear to its biggest innovators. According to break dancing 

forefather Crazy Legs, “The Roxy could have also been a zoo. People were able to hang out in 

the cage with us and feel safe…as opposed to coming to the Bronx…It’s like they were allowed 

to hang out in the cage and party with the animals.”126  

The ability to be exported and disassociated from the South Bronx similarly defined the 

success of rap’s first commercial hits. Rap’s two most prominent early singles are Sugar Hill 

Gang’s “Rappers Delight” and Afrika Bambaataa’s “Planet Rock.” Exactly because of their 

status as recorded hip-hop’s initial successes, these two tracks provide a useful understanding of 

what was required for early mainstream popularity.  

Released in 1979 “Rapper’s Delight” is not only hip-hop’s first commercial single but 

also one of the first cohesive expressions of rap music to come from outside the South Bronx. 

New Jersey’s Sylvia Robinson, an independent black record producer and label owner, put 

together “Rapper’s Delight” like a technician in a lab. After unsuccessfully trying to recruit a 

Bronx rap group, Robinson, who understood hip-hop’s commercial viability and wanted to get in 

early, recruited three anonymous rappers from her home state to cut the track which was built 

around mostly stolen rhymes. The artificially constructed group bore none of the lived 

experience of hip-hop’s originators and, with the encouragement of Robinson, “wrote with the 

ears of fans.”127 The song’s generic, comic raps about poorly cooked dinners and instantly 

recognizable Chic sample render it immediately relatable.128 In his book “Can’t Stop Won’t 

Stop,” Jeff Chang captures the importance of “Rapper’s Delight’s” removal from the South 

Bronx. “Rapper’s Delight” struck “listeners as…universal, not local and insular,” he said. “It was 
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tailor-made to travel.”129 From its inception, it was unbridled by hip-hop’s previous connections 

to the negatives inherent in an association with the South Bronx.  

Afrika Bambataa and “Planet Rock” shared the same mobility. Tom Silverman - a white 

music journalist, early hip-hop aficionado, Manhattanite and owner of “Planet Rock’s” record 

label, Tommy Boy Records – knew there was something special about Bambaataa. He felt 

“Bambaataa was very, very different than anybody else…from the Bronx.” To be sure, 

Bambaataa stood out for many reasons. He was a seminal talent, an unmatched creative and one 

of early hip-hop’s greatest influencers. However, Bam’s ability to “walk through downtown the 

way he did in the Bronx” struck Silverman.130 Smartly, he knew the importance in existing 

outside of the restricting confines of the South Bronx.  

“Planet Rock” is a famously peculiar song. Between Bam’s infamous non-lingual “zim 

zim zim” adlibs, the track’s eerie electronic synths and zaps, and the repeated shoutouts to 

nondescript locations and people, “Planet Rock” is decidedly otherworldly.131 Silverman realized 

this. To him, “’Planet Rock’ sound[ed] unlike anything that had ever come out of the Bronx…[it] 

was hip-hop’s universal invitation.” The song, and its geography defying nature, “initiated that it 

wasn’t just an urban thing…it was okay for rockers, new wavers, uptown coming downtown. 

That’s when hip-hop became global.”132 Bambaataa’s creativity and “Planet Rock’s” pastiche 

soundscape make it nearly impossible to pin down geographically, importantly obscuring its 

relationship to the much-maligned South Bronx and allowing it to become one of hip-hop’s first 

mainstream successes.  
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Graffiti underwent a similarly important spatial transition. Like hip-hop music, graffiti 

was fundamentally changed by early support from white outsiders. Henry Chalfant left his upper-

middle-class suburban background for New York City and began photographing graffiti artists 

and their work. In late 1980 he displayed his photos at a SOHO gallery and before he knew it “he 

had altered the scene.”133 Although graffiti had existed in American consciousness since 1973, 

attention and money now came quickly. Just over a month later the Village Voice printed a cover 

story trumpeting graffiti’s new found standing in the art world and soon the dollars came rolling 

in. “Upper Manhattanites and Europeans, who had supported the explosion of pop art during the 

1960s, rushed in to buy anything marked as graffiti.”134 Once the New Museum in the East 

Village, a world away from the South Bronx, featured graffiti from long-time artists like ALI, 

ZEPHYR, and FUTURA, hip-hop scholar Jeff Chang felt there was officially “no longer…an 

expiration date on graffiti.”135  

 As hip-hop culture left the South Bronx and as new, mostly white, appreciators, 

exploiters, and supporters gave it a new home in the downtown art scene, hip-hop, both 

physically and cognitively, was no longer just a South Bronx thing. Hip-hop’s new geographic 

designations granted the culture new found potential for popularity. For one, its presence in the 

downtown art scene “introduced [hip-hop] to larger and often more economically empowered 

public action (i.e., white audiences).” Even more importantly, hip-hop’s new relationship to a 

white New York neighborhood allowed the culture to be somewhat distanced from the heavily 

stigmatized South Bronx. By the early 1980s, hip-hop scholar Murray Forman claims rap was 

“generally perceived as a distinctly New York phenomenon, as opposed to being simply from the 
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Bronx.”136 New York City, especially the trendy downtown clubs and the white scenesters who 

ran them, were an appropriate home for a budding, potentially commercially viable subculture. 

The South Bronx, the abandoned, dangerous and stigmatized “shame of cities,” was not. Only 

through undergoing this geographic realignment and shedding the associations that racist rhetoric 

had erroneously and cruelly applied to the South Bronx could hip-hop music become 

commercially viable and popular to a mainstream white audience.  

Conclusion 

 The South Bronx name means something. It has for almost 50 years. Even as the 

geographic space it refers to changes, the South Bronx’s meaning does not. Still, the modern 

media’s use of “the South Bronx” almost always elicits immediate reference to its burned out 

and depressed past as a reminder of exactly why you know that name. Still, the first 24 pictures 

Google returns for a search of “The South Bronx” show snapshots from the neighborhood’s 

crumbling and abandoned 1970s rather than anything from its present.137 The racist image of the 

South Bronx created during the 1960s and 70s that enforced the inferiority of African-Americans 

and Hispanics through critiques of their culture and physical space has been seared into the 

American consciousness and the racist ideas that supported and defined that construction are as 

prevalent in American thought today as they were when the Bronx burned.  

 As the South Bronx is poised to undergo its most serious change since it first climbed out 

of its grave in the early 1980s, the neighborhood is being stripped of its name. The South Bronx, 

like many formerly depressed minority neighborhoods before it, is being gentrified. But, to hear 

the media or real estate brokers tell it, the South Bronx isn’t the new hot neighborhood for those 
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priced out of Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn. Rather, that would be SoBro, an acronym for the 

South Bronx in the vein of SoHo or TriBeCa, or the Piano District. Indeed, according to the New 

York Times, “the Bronx…is having its moment.”138 Yes, 40% of residents still live below the 

poverty line but home prices in parts jumped 64% between 2014 and 2015 and major real estate 

players Somerset Partners and the Chetrit Group have plans for six luxury residential high 

rises.139 The South Bronx, for so long the bane of and the antithesis to proper white American 

life, is now, under a new name, becoming the apple of its eye.  

The perceived need to change the South Bronx’s name in order to turn it into New York’s 

next gentrification jewel shows that the racism toward black urbanity that initially doomed the 

South Bronx still thrives today. The implications of the rise of SoBro and the Piano District are 

many. Most importantly and tragically, the renaming of the South Bronx enforces the idea that 

black space and black life are undesirable. As a newly respectable neighborhood, the South 

Bronx deserves a newly respectable name that shows white outsiders, who likely only know of 

the South Bronx from the racist image created for it decades ago, that it is now an acceptable 

place for them to live. It is an attempt to start the neighborhood over, removed from its 

stigmatized past. The revival is so thorough that in a 2005 article announcing SoBro’s optimistic 

future the New York Times felt the need to remind readers that this thriving new area is in fact 

“the very South Bronx that had a reputation for grinding poverty, rampant arson, and runaway 

crime.”140 Furthermore, the hailing of SoBro as a wonderful emerging neighborhood removes 

credit and agency from the black and Hispanic residents who drove the South Bronx’s revival. 

Rather, it gives commendation to the outsiders who arrived like colonists and renamed a place 

that already had a name and a history. Finally, the forced, racist rebirth of SoBro helps to ease 
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the expulsion of the South Bronx’s longtime residents. As the introduction of market rate and 

luxury housing makes the neighborhood less affordable for the people who live there, SoBro will 

be reborn with fewer poor residents and the South Bronx’s history will be whitewashed.  

The South Bronx is currently being recast just as hip-hop was. The neighborhood, like 

hip-hop in the late 1970s, is creeping into popular consciousness and is showing signs of offering 

something that dominant white capitalism might like. However, this new acceptance of the South 

Bronx is dependent on it shedding the racist cultural stigmas that it accumulated through 40 

years of a concerted effort to build it up as a racial scapegoat for all the flaws society wanted to 

assign to African Americans.  

Ultimately, the SoBro-ification of the South Bronx is most relevant to this thesis in that 

the use of implicit racism, false racial profiles and racist rhetorical constructions is still almost 

entirely unthinking and unquestioned. While the recasting of the South Bronx as SoBro strives 

for a complete reversal of its earlier deterioration, it ironically relies on the same racist tactics 

that caused that deterioration. White America cannot appreciate the South Bronx and its dark-

skinned residents rising from the ash heap on which it was abandoned. However, it can 

appreciate the emergent livability of SoBro or the Piano District. These new names, just like the 

South Bronx was, are constructions used to make racist statements about African Americans 

while obscuring the pervasive influence of that racism. To be sure, there are people aware of and 

actively combating this process. Community groups like Welcome2TheBronx have declared 

“We are the South Bronx, NOT ‘SoBro’!” and New York City Congressman Hakeem Jefferies 

introduced legislation in 2011 that would punish real estate brokers who invented neighborhood 

names “in order to rebrand a neighborhood and have the effect of raising rents or home 
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prices.”141 But these essential rebuttals have mostly come from within the community and fallen 

on deaf ears. Real estate sites like craigslist.com or Willow.com list many hundreds of 

availabilities for both “SoBro” and “the Piano District.”  

The essential meaning of this thesis is that racist rhetoric is powerful and pervasive. 

Racism is sewn into the very fabric of this country and its society and will invariably find a way 

to reinvent itself in the face of any obstacles. It can only be combated with recognition of its 

many forms and a vigilant effort to attack and eradicate its implementation. Our hope is that a 

deeper understanding of how American racism, in its unending quest to mark and enforce black 

inferiority, devastated the South Bronx will enable us to become more aware and active in 

opposing its constantly evolving but always pernicious forms.  
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